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T

he Center on International Cooperation
(CIC) is committed to expanding
and deepening the analysis of
multilateral security instruments,
ranging from sanctions to post-conflict
peace-building. Our work - not least
our Annual Review of Global Peace
Operations series, established in 2006
– illuminates the scale, complexity and
diversity of international interventions
in states and regions at risk of conflict.
It is inevitable that some cases, such
as Afghanistan, receive more dayto-day attention than others. But
to understand the contribution of
multilateral institutions to international
security, it is necessary to map the much
wider web of activities undertaken by
the UN and other global and regional
organizations.
What can we learn from these
mapping exercises? This simple but
important fact: “conflict and cooperation among states on matters of peace
and security have been increasingly
managed, regulated, or implemented
by and through multilateral security institutions.”1 Yet a great deal of
academic literature on international
cooperation ignores these operational
phenomena. Policy-makers oscillate
between searching for “off the shelf ”
conflict management tools at the UN
and other institutions and announcing
initiatives to transform those institutions – often repeating previous,
forgotten experiments.
A fuller, more realistic understanding

of what international institutions are
doing today – and what they have
done, well or badly, in the past – is a
prerequisite for managing more effective reforms in future.
This Review of Political Missions is
CIC’s first attempt to map a poorlyunderstood but very widespread form
of multilateral engagement in conflictaffected (or at risk) areas. It sheds
light on the work of primarily civilian
missions (occasionally buttressed by
small numbers of military monitors
and policemen) in mediating conflicts,
devising and monitoring peace agreements and promoting good governance
worldwide. Many of these missions
exist in a gray area between large-scale
military peacekeeping and more traditional development aid and human
rights monitoring. The variety of additional tasks of the missions we analyze
– from helping re-house displaced persons and refugees to advising on the
destruction of out-of-date armaments
– is remarkable. But as Ian Johnstone
notes in his thematic essay, all are in
some way involved directly or tangentially in “political process management.”
This may sound technocratic.
But as Johnstone shows – and CIC
has underlined in a series of reports
published in recent years – successful political processes are essential to
creating sustainable peace.2
Ian Martin has learned this the
hard way. As he argues in his opening essay to this Review, all peace
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operations are political. Some analysts
forget this when dealing with largescale peacekeeping and development
issues: it is easy to focus on the number
of blue helmets or aid dollars involved.
When we turn to political missions,
the challenge is different. How can
we analyze and evaluate the impact of
relatively small numbers of civilians
on complex political processes, especially when some of these processes
(like those in the Western Balkans)
are more than a decade old. As Teresa
Whitfield argues here, opportunities
for mediation and good offices cannot
be encapsulated in formal mandates.
Politics is a slippery business.
We hope that, in mapping these
missions, we can make their work a
little easier to grasp. Precisely because
“political process management” is so
hard to grasp, we are confident that
readers will dissent from many of
our judgments and analyses. But we
hope that they will appreciate that,
by searching for commonalities and
seeing patterns in disparate missions’
activities (such as those suggested in
Richard Gowan’s strategic summary)
we can sketch out the framework for
better missions in future. Ian Martin,
Ian Johnstone and Teresa Whitfield
offer elements of this framework,
ranging from planning to management issues and mandates to doctrine
– although they each recognize the
primacy of flexibility.
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